
Maidenhead & Bray Ladies U/14 109 All Out lost to Hurley U/13 110-2 by 8 wickets. 
 
In a clash of the top two, Hurley came out comfortable winners, with a mature performance 
featuring some fine individual performances with a match winning 5-10 from Patrick, including a hat-
trick. 
 
Batting first the ladies of M&B suffered early setbacks as the two Theo's accounted for the opener, 
and a Brylcreamed Ballard holding an excellent catch at mid-off, sunglasses unflinching from his 
eyebrows. 
 
However, with an unbeaten run stretching back to 2013, girls don't just wanna have fun as Adele 
clubbed a fine 30, ably supported by Susannah to raise M&B to a competitive total. Ballard produced 
a fine spell of 3-5, making up for Sue's tactical error of chocolate brownies - wilting, like the 
supporters in the summer sunshine-still tasty though. 
 
The returning Will Shedden, foot repaired picked up his trademark wicket from bowling straight, and 
the returning Patrick mopped up the tail. 
 
In response, Ballard bought back memories of '13, booking himself in for b&b, with a well crafted 18 
in support of Green, with a pugnacious knock of 32* in an excellent opening stand. The fall of Ballard 
at 86 produced a minor wobble, but Smith, given his opportunity higher up the order, followed the 
recent trend of the England team, with power hitting and care-free attitude to propel Hurley over 
the winning line; once again Calliss adding valuable middle-order runs - surely a million dollar 
contract awaits at the Indian IPL. Tidy performance all round. 
 
As I am on holiday, I don't need encouragement but will celebrate this win with a drink. 
 
Thanks to my favourite bar tender, Jordan BP for running the bar, DW for umpiring and Steve T for 
scoring, once Brian had gone AWOL. 
 
MOM Theo Patrick 
 


